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documented that you had registered with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) for a pension 
and compensation exam.  A VA record was also provided from your Readjustment Counseling 
Therapist, on 27 January 2006, stating a professional opinion that you suffered from post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).   
 
Of significant note, you enlisted to enter a different military occupational specialty (MOS) 
program in the intelligence field, which required specific training associated with the MOS. 
After having arrived to begin your indoctrination into your new MOS at  

, on 25 February 2006, you submitted a request to your Congressman seeking 
assistance with your “mistake” in reenlisting.  You described that you had immediately begun 
suffering an anxiety attack upon returning to the installation and were experiencing symptoms of 
anger and frustration.  On 13 March 2006, your Division Psychiatrist confirmed your diagnosis 
of PTSD.  Prior to reaching 180 days of active service after your initial break in enlistment,  
you were notified of separation proceedings as an entry level separation by reason of 
convenience of the Government due to your PTSD, which rendered you unable to readapt to 
military life or meet the necessary requirements to satisfactorily return to service under your 
second enlistment contract.  You chose not to submit a statement in rebuttal to this notification, 
and a recommendation for your “Uncharacterized” entry level discharge was forwarded for 
action.  On 6 July 2006, Commanding General, , approved your separation 
under the authority of the Marine Corps Separation and Retirement Manual 
(MARCORSEPMAN), paragraph 6205, for convenience of the government due to entry level 
performance and conduct.  On 10 July 2006, you were discharged with an uncharacterized entry 
level separation. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie 
Memos.  These included, but were not limited to, your desire to upgrade your uncharacterized 
entry level discharge and your contentions that your second period of enlistment was impaired 
due to having not been in the right state of mind as a result of PTSD following the combat 
service of your first enlistment.  You state that you recognize you never should have reenlisted at 
the time due to your mental state and were primarily motivated by the recent loss of your civilian 
job while your wife was pregnant with your first child; however, you feel the current 
characterization and reentry code from your second discharge detract from the honor and respect 
of your military service and your current post-discharge character.  For purposes of clemency 
and equity consideration, the Board noted you submitted a personal statement, copies of your VA 
clinical records and disability rating for PTSD, your service records and military awards, your 
bachelor’s degree, and a copy of the letter previously sent to your Congressman regarding your 
second period of enlistment.  
 
After thorough review, the Board concluded these potentially mitigating factors were insufficient 
to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined that your uncharacterized entry level 
separation remains appropriate.  Foremost, paragraph 6022 of the MARCORSEPMAN defines 
entry-level status to include the first 180 days of continuous active military after a break of more 
than 92 days in active service, which the Board found clearly applied to your status, noting that 
the 180-day period is determined based upon the date of notification and not the date of 
discharge.  Paragraph 6205 of the same reference specified that a member may be separated at 
the convenience of the Government under the basis of entry level performance and conduct when 
a member with broken service fails to satisfactorily complete indoctrination training required 






